RECONNECTING
Sustainability First Art Prize 2020

Reconnecting Exhibition
1-10 July 2021 (11 am-6pm)

Sustainability First’s ‘Reconnecting’ exhibition at the Bermondsey Project Space, is
about making connections to each other, nature and technology during the Covid-19
pandemic.
The exhibition is split into two parts, featuring artworks by Hugo Lami, Sustainability
First’s artist in residence at UK Power Networks (first floor), and shortlisted works from the
Sustainability First Art Prize 2020 (ground floor and basement). Each showcase has a
separate catalogue.
This catalogue covers shortlisted and prizewinning works from the Sustainability First Art
Prize 2020. Artists share their experiences of the Covid-19 pandemic and highlight that
we cannot return to business as usual in our recovery.
Instead of a society which prioritises economic growth, and encourages high levels of
consumption and waste, we need a vision for a ‘new normal’, with different social values
based on health and wellbeing of people and planet. The exhibition presents a space in
which to ‘reimagine’ this new vision, one that encapsulates a more sustainable future.
“The Arts have an incredible role to play in the imagination, anticipation and
projection of new futures. We are facing a crisis that demands systemic
change. We need scenarios of living and behaving that we simply don’t have
yet.”
— Jeremy Till, Head of Central Saint Martins and Pro-Vice Chancellor of the
University of the Arts
We are grateful to UK Power Networks for sponsoring the exhibition and the
Sustainability First artist residency with Hugo Lami. Sustainability First is a think-tank
and charity that works in essential services to promote practical solutions to improve
environmental, social and economic wellbeing. UK Power Networks is the country’s
biggest electricity distributor, making sure the lights stay on for more than eight million
homes and businesses across London, the South East and the East of England.

Cover image: Maria Arceo, Future Dust

Sustainability First Art Prize 2020
Sustainability First’s Art & Essay Prizes 2020, asked: “How do we build from the current
corona crisis toward a more sustainable future?” We had over 1200 entries to these
creative competitions. We brought together insights and recommendations from
shortlisted artists, writers, researchers and judges in a virtual book.
The Reconnecting exhibition features Sustainability First Art Prize 2020 shortlisted artists:
Adam Sadiq, Estelle Woolley (Highly Commended), Freya Moffat (Third Prize), Georgia
Tucker, Geraint Ross Evans (Highly Commended), Jasmine Pradissitto, Kathy Bruce, Liz
Elton (Second Prize), Maria Arceo, Tere Chad, Rachael Mellors, Rachna Garodia, Rebecca
Harper, Sam Schmitt, Sarah Strachan, Stephen Bennett, William Bock (First Prize).
Judges for the Art Prize included: Jeremy Till (Head of Central Saint Martins and Pro-Vice
Chancellor of the University of the Arts), Kate Bryan (Head of Collections, Soho House and
Arts Broadcaster), Tabish Khan (Art Critic, the Londonist and Regulatory Manager, British
Gas), Geraldine Cox (Artist in Residence at Imperial College London), Sam Gare (Artist and
Co-Founder, the Wilderness Art Collective), Jo de Montgros (Founder, Destination0 and
Partner, Everoze) and Phil Barton (Chair, Sustainability First).
The Sustainability First 2021 Art and Essay Prizes are now open for applications. This year’s
theme is: ‘Together for a Fair Climate Future.’ The theme brings together the climate crisis,
fairness in society, and how we work together to achieve a more sustainable future. The
prizes are open to UK based artists and writers over the age of 18 years. The winning artist
and writer will each receive £1,000 and will be featured as part of a virtual book for the UN
Climate Change Conference in the UK. The 2021 prizes are supported by National Grid, a
Principal Partner for COP26.

For more information:
www.sustainabilityfirst.org.uk
Instagram: @sustainability_first
Twitter: @sustainfirst
Linked in: Sustainability First

Ground floor gallery
Sam Schmitt
1. May, you live in interesting times, Oil on panel, 10
x 13 cm, 2020, £500
“Looking out the window on a snowy day, it’s easy
to miss the apartment upstairs is burning.” Sam
seeks to draw attention to the things we do not
notice. The overwhelming events of this year are
a cascade of interconnected crises. We need to
see the apartment upstairs, the effect the family’s
condition has on our seemingly separate way
of life. Developing a climate movement that is
more intersectional – with understanding how
social and political identities might combine
to create unique modes of discrimination and
injustice. Sam is a Canadian artist who creates
paintings, weavings and installations focusing on
immersive personal connection to the ecological
processes that sustain our lives. He studied a BFA
at Concordia University, Montreal and MA in Fine
Art at Goldsmiths College.
Website: samschmitt.ca
Instagram: @samwmschmitt
Rachna Garodia
2. Woodland Walk, Handwoven wool, cotton, jute,
linen, raffia, bark (London plane, palm) cinnamon,
wheat pod and grass held in handcrafted frame in
oak, 103 x 98 x 3.5 cm, 2018, not for sale
Rachna’s tapestries seek to bring the ‘outside’ in,
evoking the simple pleasures of a woodland walk.
Her hand-woven works are like a prayer in praise
of the spirit of nature, its mutability and irregularity.
She juxtaposes natural yarns like cotton, linen,
wool, silk with found and gathered materials like
paper, bark, seedpods and twigs. She combines
unexpected textures. Where voids in the weave
created by bits from nature, act like the silences
between notes in music. Her work resonates
even more, especially when all around the world
we have been forced to pause, to stay at home
and save lives. Rachna is a London based Textile
designer and artist. She trained at the National
Institute of Design in India and the Royal School of
Needlework in London.
Website: www.rachnagarodia.com
Instagram: @rachnagarodia
Twitter: @RachnaGarodia

Estelle Woolley (Highly Commended)
3. Breathe, photograph, 70 x 50cm, 2020, £200
4. Rainbow meadow, photograph, 40 x 30cm,
2020, £150
5. Sneeze, photograph, 40 x 30cm, 2020, £150
Estelle presents self-portraits made during
isolation in response to the coronavirus pandemic.
The facemasks, made with plants, act as a natural
filter. Her mask of moss simply and poetically
evokes the importance of nature for human health.
Rainbow Meadow uses wildflowers collected from
hedgerows during her daily walks in spring. She
celebrates the rainbow as a symbol of keyworkers.
Sneeze is made from fragile dandelion clocks. She
imagines these seed heads gently blowing around
in the wind, spreading innocently and invisibly, like
a virus. Estelle has a degree and Masters in Fine Art
from the University of Chester.
Website: www.axisweb.org/p/estellewoolley
Instagram: @estellewoolley
Twitter: @Estelle_Woolley

Rachael Mellors
6. Illumination, Photograph of the artist’s shadow
at sunrise, Gargarou beach cliff, Greece. C-type
print, 55 x 39 cm, 2019, £240 mounted, £80 unmounted
Rachael has developed a series of photographs
of her shadow on the cliff face, taken in the few
moments after the sun rises, over several weeks
of the year. She captures the momentary shadow
imprint of her body embedded with layers of soils
and impregnated with shell fragments and fossils,
layered over millions of years.
The spring 2020 lockdown in the UK created a
quietness in urban areas unknown for a century,
enabling an opportunity to appreciate nature
more fully. She feels we need to carry forward
a more deeply bonded relationship with the
natural world as a catalyst for ecological recovery,
alongside political and collective action.
Rachael has a BA in Fine Art from Portsmouth
Polytechnic and MA in Ceramics from the Royal
College of Art.
Website: www.embodied.earth
Instagram: @embodied.earth.art

Geraint Ross Evans (Highly Commended)
7. The Closer We Are, charcoal on paper, mounted
on oriented strand board, 48 x 366 cm, 2019, £2,500
8. Cardiff Rivers Group, charcoal on paper,
mounted on oriented strand board, 48 x 122 cm,
2019, £1,500
Geraint worked with the Cardiff Rivers Group, a
voluntary litter-picking organisation. He depicts
these volunteers as selfless guardians of their
environment, removing litter from waterways,
restoring the river through urban and rural
environments. The Covid19 crisis has served to
remind us of the importance of community action
as a timeless force for good. Geraint is dedicated
to creating large drawings that harness the spirit
of collective action and individual responsibility
for protecting our planet, and all who reside on
it during this time of social, political and climate
change. He works from observation and then
reimagines these experiences of people, places
and activity in the studio. He completed a BA in
Fine Art at Swansea Metropolitan University and the
Drawing Year at The Royal Drawing School.
Website: www.geraint-evans.com
Instagram: @geraintevans_artist
Twitter: @G_R_Evans

Rebecca Harper
9. Digging up the Dirt, Acrylic on paper, 24 x 35 cm,
2020, not for sale
Rebecca explores the emotional and heightened
relationships Lockdown. How this time has enabled
a refocus on wellbeing and encouraged people to
appreciate local green spaces like never before.
Through semi fictional characters she shares the
experience of finding mental space and solace
in the garden, injecting colour, planting flowers,
sewing seeds, pruning hedges, attracting birds and
bees. Contributing to the re-growth of the planet a
little from home by enabling the garden to flourish.
Nurturing for our environment can also remind us
to nurture one another. Rebecca studied at the
Royal Drawing School and Turps Art School.
Instagram: @rebeccaharperartist_

Liz Elton (Second Prize)
10. Hill, C-Type print, 52 x 48.5 cm, 2019, not for sale
Liz considers the potential embedded in waste.
Her paintings are made on compostable food
recycling bag material, which is fragile and
ethereal and floats like parachute silk with the
movement of the air around it. The bags are often
made from crops such as corn or potatoes, in
order to facilitate the disposal of waste food. She
uses vegetable dyes from food waste and food
colouring, sewing the pieces together with silk. The
experience of viewing the work may be meditative,
offering a sense of time suspended. The domestic
setting in a garden, a reminder of the confines of
lockdown, and a sense hope that can be created
from everyday materials. During lockdown Liz
began a series of images of kitchen waste on it’s
way to compost referencing still-life painting and
Instagram selfies. Liz has a BA in Fine Art, Painting
from Wimbledon College of Art and MA in Fine Art
from Chelsea College of Art and Design.
Website: http://www.lizelton.com/
Instagram: @liz_elton
Twitter: @Liz_Elton
Maria Arceo
11. Cromophore, Acrylic Box & Thames Plastic
Waste, 110 × 12 × 80 cm, 2016, £5400
25. Non Plus Ultra, found river plastic debris &
acrylic, 78 x 21 x 18 cm, 2013, £1800
Maria constructed a footprint-shaped light
installation, made with plastic collected in forty
clean-ups along the Thames from Teddington
Lock to the Sea. Future Dust was commissioned
for the Thames Festival 2017, but the image (see
front cover) has new resonances in the context
of the social isolation and containment of
lockdown. Maria is showing installations of Thames
plastic as part of the Reconnecting exhibition.
She collaborates with architects and scientists
in various environmental projects relating to
water. She was artist in residence on a scientific
expedition across the Atlantic, collecting samples
of microplastic contaminants from the water’s
surface. Which lead to a multi-disciplinary project
on plastics with Kings College London. Maria has
a BA in Fine Art from Camberwell Art School and
a Postgraduate qualification in Art and Design
Education from Goldsmith University.
Website: www.mariaarceo.com
Instagram: @thamesplastic

Kathy Bruce
12. Transitory Landscape where Ruins Grow
Paper collage, 35.6 x 40.6 cm, 2020, £500
Kathy’s work captures the isolation, fear and
distancing we are all living with as the result of
this pandemic. Whilst highlighting the nurturing
relationship people can have with the nature.
She produces images of plants and humans.
And hope from despair. Kathy’s artwork is
normally characterized by large-scale outdoor
environmental sculpture installations. So she
adapted to working in situ by developing collages
from books and collected objects. Kathy has an
MFA in Sculpture from Yale University School of Art
and Architecture.
Website: kathybruceartist.com
Facebook: Kathy Bruce Artist
Sarah Strachan
13. The air we breathe, wooden cabinet, clear
acrylic boxes, found objects, 105 x 42.5 x 84 cm,
2019, not for sale
Sarah’s sculpture brings together a collection of
found objects, in acrylic boxes, exchanged by post
with children and their families around the world.
The contents of the boxes record a generation’s
diverse personal experiences of air quality in
their local environment, displayed in an indexical
cabinet. Our experience of the global pandemic
has brought into sharp focus our dependence
on air quality, both indoors and outdoors, and
how it connects us all. I’m interested in how the
next generation’s childhood experience of their
environment during the pandemic might affect
their ecological thinking and awareness. Sarah
approaches environmental changes through
research, collaboration and deep connections with
the land, its people and its materials. She is a Fine
Art graduate from Cambridge School of Art. She
now works as an artist and researcher in education
for sustainability at the Global Sustainability
Institute in Cambridge.
Website: www.sarah-strachan.co.uk
Instagram: @sarahstrachan

Jasmine Pradissitto
14. Famine, Noxtek (new Nox pollution absorbing
geoplymer), 20 x 20 x 10 cm, 2020, not for sale
Jasmine makes sculptures from nitrogen dioxide
(NOX) absorbing ceramic geopolymers to
highlight air pollution. The symbol of the inhaler
asthma sufferers also reminds us of those who are
particularly vulnerable to the affects of the corona
virus. Jasmine is a physicist, artist and public
speaker. Her innovative works and partnerships
seek to address diminishing air quality and
pollution, which impact people and the bio-diverse
planet. She has a PhD from University College
London on the quantum behaviour of silicon in
fibre optics and has studied Fine Art at Goldsmiths
College and Sir John Cass.
Website: www.pradissitto.com
Instagram: @jasmine_pradissitto
Twitter: @JPradissitto
Stephen Bennett
15. Same Planet, Different World, Giclée Print
(Edition of 10), 40.6 x 50.8 cm, 2020, £180 framed,
£120 unframed.
Stephen’s data visualisation gives a glimpse of
the wilding of London, enabled by covid-19. Lighter
pixels show lower levels of air pollution in March
2020 compared to March 2019. Stephen explores
the intersection of art, science and policy. His
starting point is how data increasingly penetrates
our everyday lives whilst remaining abstract, vast,
disembodied and unknowing. This, combined with
globalisation and the growing complexity of society,
is contributing to citizens feeling dislocated from
public decision-making. In response, he seeks
out information from online sources and then
materialises it in analogue, organic and sensorially
diverse ways. By making scientific data something
that can be visualised, touched and played with,
he aims to broaden interest and agency relating
to evidence and policy. Stephen’s multimedia
works play with geography and scale, moving
between microscopic and macroscopic levels. With
domestic and suburban motifs blown up to evoke
planetary phenomena, he draws a link between
everyday, individual activities and global issues. He
is convinced that Carol Hanisch’s rallying cry is even
more important than ever: the personal is political.
Website: www.srgbennett.com
Instagram: @SRGBennett
Twitter: @SRGBennett

Liz Elton
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Freya Moffat (Third Prize)
26. Untitled, Chromogenic Photographic Paper, 59
x 42 cm, 2020, £350.
Freya’s sculptures in domestic settings offer an
eerie reflection of the experience of lockdown.
They explore the strangeness of existence without
external stimulus, drawing on conversations with
elderly people and friends who live in confined
spaces. Her papier-mache creatures are made
from the stuff that comes into our homes including
free newspapers and cardboard delivery boxes.
Freya is a painter and a sculptor, living on a
houseboat in London. She has just graduated
with BA in Fine Art at City and Guilds of London Art
School and looks forward to a solo show at the
Fondazione Pini in Milan this September. She also
has a BA in English Literature from the University of
Oxford.
Website: www.freyamoffat.com
Instagram: @freyamoffat

William Bock (First Prize)
27. May Daily #4 Illegal Dump, Ireland, photograph,
53 x 80 cm, 2020, £450
During lockdown in Ireland, William captured
daily encounters with the environment using
his body and a camera. An illegal dump spoke
of the complex human relationship with nature.
To live sustainably we need to notice, engage
with and understand who and what lives on
the land around us. William’s practise delves
into the experiences of living between cultures,
landscapes and identities, through the practice
of walking, foraging and conversation with others.
His work is interdisciplinary and process led:
using photography, painting, sound recording,
performance and installation to explore
the connections between people and their
environment. He completed a BA in Performance
Design and Practise at Central St Martins and an
MA at London City & Guilds School of Art.
Website: williambock.com
Instagram: @bockworks
Twitter: @Bockwork
Tere Chad
28. The ReEnlightenment, Photograph of sculpture
– made from cob, recycled bottles, stones, wood
log and bees wax, 42 x 59.4 cm, 2018, £250
29. The ReEnlightenment Maquette, wax, wire &
prototype bottles, 50 x 30 x 30 cm, 2021 (not for sale)
Tere’s carbon neutral construction is made from
recycled bottles and earth. It is shaped like a shell,
to bio-mimic the hermit crab’s reusable home. Her
art and research explores sustainable solutions in
sculptural practices, and how this could positively
impact on the public space. She seeks to remind
people of tactile materials and sensing the world
through our hands. Tere is a Chilean artist and
creative inventor based in London. She promotes
sustainability and Latin American culture. She
has an MA in Art and Science from Central Saint
Martins; and is currently studying for an MA in
Sculpture at the Royal College of Art.
Website: www.terechad.com
Instagram: @terechad
Twitter: @terechad

Basement gallery
Adam Sadiq
30. Selected Ambient Air: COVID London 2020 and
Infosphere Rome, Audio-visual installation, Max
MSP, Ableton, open data, 2020, not for sale
Adam Sadiq is a creative technologist who leads
Ecosystem 2, a platform which develops learning
encounters with the climate crisis for a variety of
audiences. This piece explores an intersection of
data, music and visualisation to depict rising and
falling pollution levels during the first Coronavirus
lockdown. The work is designed to provide an
emotional and intuitive experience of data, by
applying musical values and sequencing to
measurements describing the density of minute
particles from sources such as vehicle exhaust
emissions, dust from building sites and pollen, this
piece describes the metabolism of the city and
natural world in a moment of profound change.
Website: www.ecosystem2.co.uk
Instagram: @ecosystem2

William Bock
31. May Daily and The Walk, video, 2020
May Daily is a series of 31 photographs taken
by William Bock each day in May 2020, while
walking daily within the 2km restriction of
his home during lockdown in West Cork,
Ireland. May Day #4 Illegal Dump won the
Sustainability First Art Prize 2020. The Walk is a
short experimental film by William Bock exploring
entangled human and non human landscapes.

32. Artist videos
Artists Tere Chad, Estelle Woolley, Rachna Garodia,
Sara Strachan, Maria Arceo, Liz Elton, Sam Schmitt,
Georgia Tucker and Rachael Mellors talk about
their artworks for the show, their artistic practices
and processes.

Georgia Tucker
33. Conniveo, Virtual Reality Environment - Unreal
Engine, 2020, not for sale
Georgia uses virtual reality to tackle environmental
issues and create speculative futures. She seeks
to highlight the unhealthy relationship between
natural environments and manmade materials.
Conniveo focuses on marine pollution: particularly
plastic pollution, oil pollution and dead zones.
She feels that lockdown has made people more
aware of their consumerism and personal impact
on the Earth. Her work relies on collaboration with
the viewer as they turn from passive to active
participant. By providing the viewer a space to
navigate, she is offering them a unique, individual
experience. Georgia is currently studying for an MA
Fine Art at Birmingham School of Art.
Website: www.georgiatucker.uk
Instagram: _georgiatucker

To find out more about the Sustainability First’s Art
& Essay Prizes 2020, please check out our virtual
book on ‘Building from the corona crisis toward a
sustainable future’ and visit the Sustainability First
website: www.sustainabilityfirst.org.uk

www.sustainabilityfirst.org.uk

